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ABSTRACT
Short- to medium-range (1–5 day) forecasts of extratropical cyclones around North America and its adjacent
oceans are verified within the Global Forecast System (GFS) model at the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) during the 2002–07 cool seasons (October–March). Cyclones in the immediate lee of the
Rockies and U.S. Great Plains have 25%–50% smaller pressure errors than other regions after hour 36. The
central pressure and displacement errors are largest over the central and eastern Pacific for the 42–72-h forecast,
while the western and central Atlantic pressure errors for 96–120 h are similar to the central and eastern Pacific.
For relatively strong cyclones, the western Atlantic and central/eastern Canada pressure errors are larger than
those for the Pacific by 108–120 h. There are large spatial variations in the central pressure biases at 72–120 h,
with overdeepened GFS cyclones (negative errors) extending from the northern Pacific and Bering Strait
eastward to western Canada, while underdeepened GFS cyclones (positive errors) occur across northeast
Canada and just east of the U.S. east coast. GFS cyclone tracks and spatial composites using the daily NCEP
reanalysis are used to illustrate flow patterns and source regions for some of the large GFS cyclone errors and
biases. Relatively large central pressure errors over the central Pacific early in the forecast (30 h) spread
eastward over Canada by 66 h and the eastern United States by 84 h. The underdeepened GFS cyclone errors
(.1.5 standard deviations) at day 4 over the western Atlantic are associated with an anomalous ridge over the
western United States and trough over the eastern United States, and most of the underdeepening occurs with
cyclones tracking east-northeastward across the Gulf Stream. Many of the overdeepened cyclones have tracks
more parallel to the U.S. east coast. The underdeepened cyclones over the central and eastern Pacific tend to
occur farther south (358–458N) than the overdeepened events.

1. Introduction
a. Background
This paper is the third in a series verifying extratropical
cyclones within the operational models at the National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). In Parts
I and II of this study, Charles and Colle (2009a,b, hereafter referred to as CC09a and CC09b) highlighted the
performance of the North American Mesoscale (NAM),
Global Forecast System (GFS), and Short-Range Ensemble
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Marine and Atmospheric Sciences, Stony Brook University, Stony
Brook, NY 11794-5000.
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Forecast (SREF) models around North America and its
adjacent oceans for the 0–60-h forecasts of extratropical
cyclones during the 2002–07 cool seasons.
CC09a showed that the GFS analysis had more accuracy for the initialized cyclone pressures than the NAM
and the North American Regional Reanalysis (Mesinger
et al. 2006), especially over the oceanic regions. In addition, the NCEP GFS had a more accurate cyclone intensity and position for the 0–60-h forecasts than the NAM
over the continental United States and adjacent oceans,
especially over the eastern Pacific, where the NAM underdeveloped cyclones on average. These results are consistent
with other recent GFS and NAM forecast comparisons
of sea level pressure around North America (Wedam et al.
2009; McMurdie and Casola 2009). CC09a showed little
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improvement in the 0–2-day cyclone forecasts during the
past 5 yr over the eastern United States, while there has
been a relatively large improvement in the cyclone pressure predictions over the eastern Pacific in the NAM.
CC09b also verified the GFS against the NCEP SREF
for the 2004–07 cool seasons. The GFS has more accuracy
than the SREF mean for cyclone central pressure and
position for most forecast times and regions around North
America. CC09b also showed that the SREF had slightly
greater probabilistic skill than the combined GFS and
NAM for central pressure; however, for the higher probabilities of cyclones exceeding a threshold the SREF was
overconfident (probabilities too high) in all regions.
The GFS is also run in an ensemble configuration at
NCEP using the breeding technique (Toth and Kalnay
1997). Froude et al. (2007) verified extratropical cyclone
tracks in the GFS-based ensemble and the European Centre
for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) Ensemble Prediction System (EPS) between 6 January 2005
and 5 April 2005. The ECMWF EPS consisted of 50 perturbed members out to 10 days, with a spectral resolution
of T255L40, while the 10-member NCEP EPS was run at
a resolution of T126L28 (T62L28) for the first 7.5 (last 8.5)
days. They found that the ECMWF ensemble had greater
skill than the NCEP ensemble for cyclones in the Northern Hemisphere, while the NCEP ensemble had more skill
in the Southern Hemisphere. The ECMWF ensemble mean
had greater skill than the control member, although the
ECMWF ensemble was underdispersed. Froude (2010)
compared day 1–7 cyclone predictions of nine global
ensemble prediction systems for February–July 2008 and
found that the ECMWF mean had the greatest cyclone
skill of all models.
The cyclone errors in the operational model have large
spatial variability. For example, Froude (2009) showed
that ECMWF cyclone position errors in the Northern
Hemisphere were largest in the Atlantic Ocean region for
1–7-day forecasts, since storms moved too slowly in this
region. Cyclones also tended to be overpredicted (too
deep) over the oceans and underpredicted over the land
areas. CC09a found that cyclones in the GFS model over
the eastern Pacific have larger central pressure absolute
errors than other regions around North America at forecast hours 24–60, while the central United States had
generally smaller errors.
The sea level pressure errors along the U.S. west coast
are frequently larger than those of the U.S. east coast
(Wedam et al. 2009). McMurdie and Mass (2004) focused
on a select number of cyclone events over the eastern
Pacific to illustrate the large errors that can be four to eight
cyclone events per year on average with errors greater
than 10 hPa at hour 48 in the GFS, and this number has not
decreased in recent years.
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Several previous studies have shown that model forecast
errors can spread eastward from the Pacific and impact the
eastern United States (Langland et al. 2002; Elmore et al.
2006; Swanson and Roebber 2008; Sellwood et al. 2008).
For example, Elmore et al. (2006) found that the initialization errors of upper-level short-wave troughs along the
Pacific Coast persist with the short wave as it crosses the
United States. Langland et al. (2002) showed that the poor
numerical forecast of the 24–25 January 2000 ‘‘surprise’’
snowstorm may have resulted from errors in the initial
conditions over the eastern Pacific on 21 January. For the
years 1991–2001, Swanson and Roebber (2008) showed
that NCEP and ECMWF analysis errors over the Pacific
can significantly impact forecast skill in the medium
range (5 days) over the continental United States. Hakim
(2003) and Chang (2005) showed that forecast errors over
the northern Pacific can spread eastward associated with
eastward-propagating wave packets. Sellwood et al. (2008)
showed that the impacts of assimilating additional targeted
observations over the eastern Pacific can spread downstream over eastern North America by day 3 of the forecast.
The model predictability has been linked to particular
large-scale flow regimes. Several studies have shown that
higher-amplitude flows are inherently more predictable
than low-amplitude or zonal jet flows (Roebber and
Tsonis 2005; Nutter et al. 1998; McMurdie and Casola
2009). For example, McMurdie and Casola (2009) found
that the largest sea level pressure errors along the U.S.
west coast were associated with a ridge axis over the
Rocky Mountains and nearly zonal flow over the Pacific.
They concluded that the shape of the upper-level flow is
more important than the magnitude of the wind for impacting short-term sea level pressure errors.

b. Motivation
CC09a,b focused on the performance of the NCEP
GFS cyclones during the 0–2.5-day forecasts. A major
goal of The Observing System Research and Predictability Experiment (THORPEX) is to better understand atmospheric predictability from 1 to 12 days (Shapiro and
Thorpe 2004). With the exception of the Froude et al.
(2007) and Froude (2010) studies, which evaluated the GFS
within the context of other ensembles, the cyclones in the
GFS for days 3–5 have not been comprehensively verified,
especially around North America.
CC09a suggested that there are relatively large biases
in cyclone position and strength during the day 0–2
forecasts, which vary spatially around North America. It
needs to be determined whether these same biases exist
for the GFS medium-range forecasts. CC09a also did not
investigate whether GFS cyclone biases were linked to
any particular synoptic-scale flow regimes or cyclone
tracks. If a particular flow pattern or set of cyclone tracks
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FIG. 1. Geographical regions used for the GFS cyclone verification.

favor large errors in the GFS, this may help forecasters
anticipate a potential predictability problem at least a
day or two in advance. Finally, it needs to be determined
whether relatively large cyclone errors early in the forecast over the Pacific are associated with relatively large
cyclone errors downstream over North America. If there
is a connection, a forecaster should be aware of recent
short-term (24–48h) model performance over the eastern
Pacific before interpreting the longer-range model guidance over the eastern United States. The questions this
study addresses are the following:
d

d

d

What are the cyclone position and strength errors in
the NCEP GFS model for the 0–5-day forecasts, and
how do the errors vary spatially from the central Pacific eastward to the central Atlantic?
Are relatively large cyclone errors over the Pacific
associated with poor cyclone predictability over the
eastern United States 3–5 days later?
Are cyclone errors in the GFS model associated with
coherent large-scale flow patterns and cyclone tracks?

Section 2 of this paper will describe the data and methods used in the analysis. Section 3 will show the GFS central pressure and displacement errors, while section 4 will
show how these errors can propagate from the Pacific to
the Atlantic. Sections 4b and 4c will composite the largescale flow associated with some of the systematic biases in
the GFS.

2. Data and methods
The GFS was verified for the cool season (October–
March) from October 2002 to March 2007 over a large
portion of North America and adjacent oceans (Fig. 1).
Although this study does not include more recent years
(e.g., 2008–09), there is still enough data to test whether
the GFS model errors have some coherent flow patterns
associated with them. Also, previous studies of operational cyclone errors (Froude 2010) only looked at several

months of cyclones (February–July 2008), so our results
still include several more cool seasons of data. During the
first three cool seasons (2002–05), the GFS grids were
available from NCEP’s National Operational Model Archive and Distribution System (NOMADS; information
online at http://nomads.ncdc.noaa.gov/data.php) 4 times
daily every 6 h at ;95-km grid spacing. For the 2005–07
period, the GFS was available from NOMADS to hour
120 4 times daily on a 18 grid. The GFS is run at a resolution of T382 before hour 180 (T254 before June 2005),
which is roughly equivalent to a horizontal resolution of
;0.38. The GFS has undergone several changes since 2002
(see Table 1 of CC09a).
Cyclones were identified using the approach outlined
in CC09a, which involved using a 2-hPa closed-contour
threshold and a sea level pressure (SLP) gradient of
1.5 hPa per 1000 km anywhere within 300 km of this
pressure minimum. Each forecast cyclone was paired with
the closest observed cyclone (not to exceed 800-km separation). More details on this automated cyclone identification and pairing with observations can be found in
CC09a. To get a GFS cyclone track, first, a mean-depth
steering flow was calculated using the winds averaged from
850 to 500 hPa at a particular GFS forecast time. Then, the
existing cyclone position is advected downstream according to this flow for 6 h to guess a new cyclone position
to compare with the GFS forecast 6 h in the future. The
closest cyclone to this guess position completes the track.
The GFS analysis was used to verify the forecasts given
its greater accuracy for cyclones as compared to the NAM
analysis and the North American Regional Reanalysis
(NARR) (CC09a). This resulted in at least 300 cyclones
per forecast hour for 2002–07 in each of the eight regions
shown in Fig. 1; however, to increase statistical significance of some of the results below, some of the forecast
hours and regions were combined. To test for statistical
significance, a bootstrapping approach was used to resample the data and obtain 90% confidence intervals
around the means as described in CC09a.
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For certain combinations of cyclone error events (e.g.,
large error days), the spatial errors across a 18 grid were
also calculated by subtracting the forecast pressure or
geopotential height with the corresponding GFS analysis
at each grid point. Composite cyclone central pressure
absolute errors were normalized against the climatological error (Pclim) by averaging the absolute difference between the forecast (Pft) and observed cyclone (Pot) central
pressure over all [m in Eq. (1)] cyclones during the entire
2002–07 period for a particular grid point. The Pclim was
subtracted from the average absolute difference between
the forecast (Pfc) and observed (Poc) cyclone central
pressure for the select [number of cases is n in Eq. (2)]
composite cases [Pcomp in Eq. (2)] to create the normalized error [E in Eq. (3)]:
!

m

Pclim 5

å
Pft
t51

Pot ,
!

n

Pcomp 5

å Pfc

c51

E 5 Pclim

(1)

Poc , and

Pcomp .

(2)
(3)

To determine the large-scale flow associated with particular cyclone errors in a region, composite averages of
several variables were completed using the daily NCEP–
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) reanalysis at 28 resolution (Kalnay et al. 1996). The closest
reanalysis time to the time of the cyclone error was used in
the composite analysis.

3. Results
a. GFS regional errors
1) CYCLONE CENTRAL PRESSURE
Figure 2 shows the mean absolute errors (MAEs) of
cyclone central pressure averaged every 12 h for seven of
the eight regions in Fig. 1. Because of sea level pressure
reduction difficulties over steep terrain, the results over
the western United States (W) are not presented here, but
can be found in Charles (2008). During the first 72 h, the
eastern and central Pacific (regions EP and CP) errors
increase more rapidly than the other regions. By hour 72,
regions EP and CP errors (4–4.5 hPa) are 1–2 hPa larger
than other regions on average. Between 72–120 h, the
western (WA) and central Atlantic (CA) errors increase
more rapidly than the other regions, and become as large
as the central Pacific errors by 108–120 h. The eastern
United States (region E) and central/eastern Canada
(EC) errors are smaller than the oceanic regions by 120 h,

FIG. 2. (a) Cyclone mean absolute errors vs forecast hour for the
2002–07 cool seasons for the GFS regions specified in Fig. 1. (b) As
in (a), but for the relatively deep cyclones exceeding the thresholds
in Table 1. Confidence intervals at the 90% significance level are
given by the vertical bars.

while the central United States (region C) has the smallest
errors at all forecast times.
The central pressure errors for hours 72–120 were put
on a 28 3 28 grid and the error was shaded for grid boxes
with at least five cyclones verified during the 2002–07 cool
seasons (Fig. 3a). The average MAEs between 72 and
120 h are largest (6–8 hPa) along the oceanic storm track
across the north-central Pacific (358–508N) and from the
east coast of North America to the northern Atlantic
(Fig. 3a). Other areas of relatively large MAEs are over
Alaska, western Canada, and just north of Hudson Bay.
The smallest errors (2–3 hPa) are across the northern
plains and the central part of Canada.
Figure 3b shows the spatial distribution of cyclone
mean errors between hours 72 and 120. A positive error
corresponds to the forecast cyclones that are too weak
and a negative error corresponds to the forecast cyclones
that are too intense. The forecast cyclones during 72–
120 h tend to be too weak on average by 2–3 hPa at many
points within the entrance of the storm track south of
508N and between 1758E and 1758W as well as near the
U.S. east coast (808–608W) (Fig. 3b), and over much of
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FIG. 3. Cyclone central pressure (a) MAEs (shaded in hPa) and (b) mean errors (shaded in hPa)
averaged for the 72–120-h GFS forecasts during the 2002–07 cool seasons.

eastern Canada. In contrast, GFS cyclones tend to be too
deep (1–3 hPa) on average over the northern Pacific,
Alaska, western Canada, and parts of the northern Atlantic around Greenland. The pressure bias over eastern
Canada for 72–120 h is nearly as large as the first 72 h of
the forecast (not shown), while the bias increases between 24 and 72 h in the other regions (not shown).
If only the relatively deep cyclones are verified (Fig. 2b),
which are greater than one standard deviation deeper in
central pressure than the mean for each region (Table 1),
the central pressure errors in the WA and EC regions
increase more rapidly than the other regions after day 3,
and these two regions have larger MAEs (5.5–6.5 hPa)
than other regions by 120 h. The MAEs for deep cyclones
in the WA and EC regions are about as large as for all
cyclone events (Fig. 2a). In contrast, the MAEs for the
relatively deep cyclones over the CA and CP regions are
1–2 hPa less than all cyclones, since errors for the deep

cyclones only increase slowly after 72 h. This suggests
that relatively deep cyclones in the medium range (72–
120 h) are less predictable in the entrance of the storm
track (e.g., WA); thus, the growth of deep cyclones is
difficult to predict.

2) CYCLONE DISPLACEMENT
Figure 4 shows the displacement errors versus forecast
hour for all GFS cyclones within the regions in Fig. 1.
The cyclone displacement error is the distance between
the forecast position and the observed cyclone. During the
18–72-h period, the cyclone displacement errors for all
TABLE 1. The deep cyclone thresholds (hPa) for the regions
in Fig. 1.
Regions

CP

EP

W

C

E

EC

WA

CA

Pressure (hPa)

965

969

988

994

982

976

969

965
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of cyclones move from southwest to northeast over the
WA storm track, this suggests that these cyclones move
too fast in the GFS at longer lead times, and there is more
of a tendency for WA cyclones to be too slow and too far
west for shorter forecast periods.

b. West-to-east error evolution

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 2a, but for cyclone displacement (km).

regions fall within a 30–60-km (15%–20%) window.
During 18–36 h, the central Great Plains area (region C)
has the largest displacement errors, while from 42 to
72 h the CP and EP regions have the largest errors and
the CA region the smallest. By 96–120 h, the EP and WA
regions have slightly larger errors than EC, while the CA
and central U.S. (C) regions have the smallest errors. The
variation in displacement errors between the regions does
not change for the deeper cyclone events (not shown).
To quantify the distribution of displacement errors,
Fig. 5 shows the position-error histograms of GFS cyclone
displacement over the WA, C, and EP regions. Cyclones
are slightly shifted to the north in the EP for 108–120 h
(Fig. 5a), while there is little bias in the 36–48-h forecast
(Fig. 5b). Over the central United States (C region), the
GFS cyclones tend to be too far to the north (Figs. 5c and
5d), with a mean vector error of 50–60 km from the observed cyclone. Cyclones displaced to the north have
mean errors of 400 and 220 km for the 102–120- and 36–
48-h forecasts, respectively, which are ;20% greater than
other octants. Previous operational models, such as the
Nested Grid Model, and earlier versions of the GFS (i.e.,
the Aviation Model), also had this problem (Mullen and
Smith 1990; Smith and Mullen 1993). This has been attributed to the relatively smooth model terrain; thus, the
lee troughs are underdeveloped and the resulting cyclogenesis occurs too far to the north. Cyclones are also
slightly shifted too far north in the EP for 108–120 h, but
there is little bias in the 36–48-h forecast (not shown).
At 102–120 h over the WA region (Fig. 5e), the most
common displacement bias (18%) is to the northeast of
the observed cyclone, and there is also a secondary peak
(15%) to the southwest. Cyclones in these two octants
have mean displacement errors (450–475 km), which are
50–100 km greater than the other directions. As the lead
time decreases to 36–48 h over the WA (Fig. 5f), the GFS
displacement bias shifts more to the west and southwest,
with a mean error of ;200 km on average. Since a majority

Another goal of this paper was to obtain some insights
into the upstream and downstream evolution of the cyclone errors across North America and its adjacent oceans.
This was accomplished by showing the large-scale flow
patterns and normalized pressure errors (outlined in section 2) associated with certain cyclone errors in specific
regions. Figures 6a–e show the evolution of the average
SLP and normalized SLP MAEs for 28 cyclones in the CP
region with cyclone central pressure MAEs at 30 h more
than 1.5 standard deviations greater than the mean cyclone
error in this region (.6.2-hPa error threshold). Hour
30 errors were used over the CP, since these errors early in
the forecast can spread downstream and impact the East
Coast errors by days 3–4. At 30 h (Fig. 6a), there are relatively large SLP errors (1–2 hPa) around the south coast
of Alaska and northern Pacific in association with an average 994-hPa cyclone centered over the Aleutians. During the 48–66-h forecast period (Figs. 6b and 6c), these
errors spread northward and eastward over Alaska and
into central Canada, with some of these errors moving
quickly to the east around the 500-hPa trough centered
over western Canada and eastern North America. By 84 h
(Fig. 6d), the Canadian SLP errors spread east and south
over the Great Lakes region and the northeast United
States as the upper-level trough amplifies along the east
coast. However, the errors do not amplify further by hour
102 over the eastern United States, and there is no welldefined composite surface cyclone at this time along the
U.S. east coast. If only the smallest cyclone error events
(,0.25 std dev) are chosen over the CP at hour 30 (Fig. 6f),
there is no apparent downstream movement of errors for
48–96 h across North America (Figs. 6g–i). Overall, large
cyclone errors early in the forecast over the Pacific do
impact the medium-range surface pressure predictions over
the eastern United States, but they may not necessarily be
tied to a well-defined east coast cyclone event.
The reverse approach was also attempted, in which
composites were created for 25 eastern U.S. (region E)
cyclone events with 102-h cyclone central pressure
MAEs ;1.5 standard deviations greater than the mean
central pressure error for this region (.10.3-hPa error
threshold). We chose the 102-h forecast period because
this is when the errors are centered over the northeast
United States for the cases with large errors over the CP
at hour 30. At 30 h (Figs. 7a and 7b), the SLP errors are
within ;0.25 hPa of the climatological error over much
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FIG. 5. Histograms showing the frequency of model cyclone positions relative to the observed position
(center point) for 458 bins centered on N, NE, E, etc. in the GFS for hours (a),(c),(e) 102–120 and (b),(d),(f)
36–48 for regions (a),(b) EP, (c),(d) C, and (e),(f) WA. The dashed range circles are every 10%, from 0 to
30. The solid range circles represent the 90% confidence intervals below and above the range of the bins.
The numbers for each radial represent the average displacement error (km) within that directional bin. The
black vectors indicate the mean displacement vector, with each dashed range ring every 50 km.
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FIG. 6. GFS mean SLP error normalized against the climatological error (shaded every 0.25 hPa), mean observed 500-hPa heights (dash
every 60 m), and mean observed SLPs (solid every 2 hPa), averaged at each grid point for all CP cyclones with central pressure absolute
errors more than 1.5 std dev greater than the mean (28 cases) for hours (a) 30, (b) 48, (c) 66, (d) 84, and (e) 102 h. (f)–(j) As in (a)–(e), but
for the small error cyclone events at hour 30 over the CP (errors ,0.25 std dev).
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FIG. 7. (left) GFS 500-hPa geopotential height errors normalized against the climatological error (shaded every 5 m) and observed
500-hPa heights (dashed every 60 m) at hours (a) 30, (c) 48, (e) 66, (g) 84, and (i) 102 for relatively large (.1.5 std dev) central pressure
errors at 102 h within the E region in Fig. 1. (right) GFS mean SLP error normalized against the climatological error (shaded every
0.25 hPa), mean observed 500-hPa heights (dash every 60 m), and mean observed SLPs (solid every 2 hPa), averaged at each grid point for
relatively large (.1.5 std dev) central pressure errors at 102 h within the E region at hours (b) 30, (d) 48, (f) 66, (h) 84, and ( j) 102.
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FIG. 8. Forecast cyclone tracks for WA region GFS cyclones with large (.1.5 std dev) central
pressure errors for cases with (a) positive and (b) negative central pressure errors at hour 96
that are more than 1.5 std dev above (below) the mean error of all cyclones with positive
(negative) error. The gray line segments indicate 6-h periods when the forecast cyclone growth
rate (weakening) is slower (faster) than observed. Meanwhile, black lines indicate 6-h periods
when the forecast cyclone is deepening (or filling) faster (slower) than observed. The black 3
symbols indicate the locations of the forecast cyclones at hour 96.

of the Pacific and North America. Meanwhile, at 500 hPa
there are some geopotential height errors 5–15 m greater
than climatology over the central Pacific and near the west
coast of Canada, where a mean ridge was located; however, these errors are not statistically significant at this
time (not shown). By hour 48 (Figs. 7c and 7d), the errors
are much larger than climatology over the northern and
central Pacific associated with a surface cyclone centered
over the Aleutians (significant at the 90% level). Meanwhile, a weak short-wave trough associated with nearclimatological errors is located over the Intermountain
West. By 84 h (Figs. 7e and 7f), this short-wave trough at
500 hPa moves eastward to the Great Lakes region and

develops large errors relative to climatology at 500 hPa
and at the surface (significant at the 95% level), where
a mean surface cyclone (1010 hPa) is developing over
the eastern Great Lakes. Meanwhile, from 30 to 84 h the
errors over the northern Pacific increase by a factor of
2–4 at the surface and 500 hPa as the mean cyclone over
the Gulf of Alaska deepens by a few hectopascals. At the
time of the largest error over the eastern United States
(102 h; see Figs. 7e and 7f), there are large errors over the
northern Pacific, a downstream ridge over northwest
Canada, and a trough over the eastern United States.
However, unlike the previous example with large errors
over the CP at hour 30 that subsequently spread
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TABLE 2. The initialization time and date, observed cyclone
pressure, and GFS forecast error (hPa) at forecast hour 96 for the
largest (.1.5 std dev) negative (overdeepening) cyclone errors
over the WA.

Initialization date

Observed
pressure (hPa)

Error (hPa)

1800 UTC 7 Dec 2002
0000 UTC 4 Dec 2003
0000 UTC 2 Jan 2004
1800 UTC 23 Feb 2004
1200 UTC 18 Oct 2004
1800 UTC 20 Oct 2004
1200 UTC 28 Oct 2004
1800 UTC 17 Dec 2004
0000 UTC 18 Mar 2005
0000 UTC 26 Mar 2005
1800 UTC 9 Oct 2005
0600 UTC 2 Dec 2005
1800 UTC 30 Dec 2005
0600 UTC 11 Jan 2006
1800 UTC 19 Feb 2006
1200 UTC 4 Dec 2006
0600 UTC 22 Jan 2007
1800 UTC 22 Feb 2007
0000 UTC 25 Mar 2007
0600 UTC 5 Nov 2007
0600 UTC 15 Nov 2007
1200 UTC 1 Dec 2007
0600 UTC 10 Dec 2007
0600 UTC 23 Dec 2007

1010.0
988.4
1007.6
986.4
1003.6
990.2
997.2
988.2
1007.9
997.2
1003.2
1005.9
1000.6
981.9
1003.6
996.6
990.1
999.3
989.0
996.0
1012.9
985.1
1008.4
1003.9

29.8
213.5
210.9
27.4
210.5
29.4
210.6
27.8
29.8
29.8
28.2
210.4
28.1
214.4
212.7
213.2
210.8
27.8
29.7
211.5
215.2
29.1
27.9
28.0

eastward, the large errors over the eastern United States
at hour 102 do not show clear downstream spreading
from the Pacific. Rather, the Pacific and eastern U.S.
errors amplify more simultaneously, thus suggesting
more local and rapid error growth later in the forecast
related to baroclinic instability within the Pacific and
eastern U.S. storm tracks.
The next two sections will focus on the synoptic flow
patterns that favor relatively large biases in cyclone strength
over the western Atlantic and central Pacific regions. These
two regions were chosen since they are more within the
active storm tracks than the other regions.

c. Western Atlantic errors
The cyclone tracks for the GFS forecasts were diagnosed for significant (.1.5 std dev) central pressure
errors at hour 96 over the WA. Cyclone tracks and errors are not shown after 96 h, since there are not enough
events to be statistically significant. Figure 8 shows the
GFS cyclone forecast tracks plotted every 6 h associated
with relatively large positive (underdeepen) and negative (overdeepen) central pressure errors at 96 h. The
gray line segments indicate periods when the forecast
cyclone is filling faster than observed or deepening slower
than observed (i.e., under prediction of cyclone strength),

TABLE 3. As in Table 2, but for the positive (underdeepened)
cyclone errors over the WA at hour 96.

Initialization date

Observed
pressure (hPa)

Error (hPa)

0600 UTC 3 Nov 2002
1200 UTC 8 Dec 2002
1800 UTC 11 Jan 2004
0600 UTC 15 Jan 2004
0000 UTC 16 Feb 2004
0000 UTC 22 Feb 2004
1200 UTC 3 Mar 2004
1800 UTC 6 Mar 2004
0000 UTC 13 Mar 2004
1200 UTC 16 Mar 2004
0000 UTC 8 Oct 2004
0000 UTC 31 Oct 2004
0600 UTC 5 Dec 2004
0600 UTC 5 Jan 2005
0600 UTC 19 Jan 2005
1200 UTC 21 Feb 2005
0000 UTC 11 Dec 2005
1200 UTC 20 Jan 2006
0000 UTC 28 Jan 2006
0600 UTC 21 Mar 2006
1800 UTC 30 Nov 2006
1200 UTC 19 Jan 2007
0600 UTC 25 Jan 2007
000 UTC 29 Oct 2007

975.6
1003.0
982.6
981.6
964.6
986.9
978.2
1002.2
1002.9
992.4
983.1
986.9
991.0
1008.0
990.9
995.1
993.1
998.1
982.6
996.8
993.5
991.3
998.0
997.0

15.8
11.6
14.7
13.5
13.2
9.8
8.3
9.5
8.9
13.6
9.5
13.3
8.3
9.6
10.2
13.4
15.3
8.2
9.7
22.5
14.8
12.3
8.8
8.9

while the black lines indicate 6-h periods when the forecast
cyclone is deepening faster than observed or filling slower
than observed (i.e., over prediction of cyclone strength).
For the large positive cyclone errors at 96 h, a majority of GFS cyclones track east and northeast along the
eastern edge of the Gulf Stream (Fig. 8a). The positive
errors for most cyclones begin as the cyclone approaches
the immediate coast and continue increasing over the
Atlantic. A few of the cyclones originate over southern
Canada and move southeastward across the Great Lakes.
In contrast, many GFS cyclones with negative errors track
northeastward closer to the coast than positive error events
(Fig. 8b). The mean cyclone displacement errors are different for the large positive and negative error cyclones.
The negative events are displaced 230 km to NNE (308)
of the observed position on average (not shown), while
the large positive error events are displaced to the south
of observed by 175 km on average.
Given the relatively different set of tracks for the
GFS positive and negative pressure errors at hour 96
over the western Atlantic, it was hypothesized that the
large-scale flow regimes are different between these two
sets of cyclone errors. A spatial composite was constructed
using the daily NCEP–NCAR global reanalysis for the 24
overdeepened and 24 underdeepened GFS cyclones over
the western Atlantic at hour 96 (Tables 2 and 3). The mean
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FIG. 9. Daily NCEP–NCAR reanalysis composite showing 500-hPa geopotential heights (color shaded and contoured every 60 m) for
the relatively large (1.5 std dev) negative cyclone pressure error events in the GFS at hour 96 at (a) day 22, (c) day 0 (initialization), and
(e) day 14 (hour 96). (b),(d),(f) As in (a),(c),(e) but for the positive cyclone pressure GFS error events. Tables 2 and 3 list the negative and
positive error events, respectively.

pressure error for the over- and underdeepened events
are 210.3 and 11.8 hPa, respectively, and there are several
events with .614-hPa errors. The climatology for each
day (1968–96 average) was used to calculate the geopotential height anomalies. Significance was calculated by
selecting several points within an anomaly and testing using a bootstrap method as discussed above in section 2.
Only those anomalies that are significant at least at the
90% level are discussed below.
Two days before the initialization of the 96-h forecast
(day 2), both the positive and negative error composites have a mean 500-hPa ridge near the west coast of
North America and a 500-hPa trough over eastern North
America (Figs. 9a and 9b). The 500-hPa ridge and trough

amplitudes are near climatology in the negative error events
(Fig. 10a), while there are positive 50–60-m height anomalies extending southward from the Gulf of Alaska and 70–
80-m positive anomalies to the southwest of Greenland. In
contrast, the positive error events have 60–90-m positive
height anomalies over the northeast Pacific eastward to the
northern plains (Fig. 10b), and there are 30–50-m negative
anomalies with the 500-hPa trough from north of Hudson
Bay southeastward to the northwest Atlantic.
At the time of GFS initialization of the 96-h largeerror forecast (Figs. 9c,d and 10c,d), the 500-hPa ridge
and associated positive height anomalies near Greenland
in the positive error cases are more amplified (80–110 m)
than the negative error events in response to the more
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FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but for the 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies (color shaded and contoured every 10 m).

well-defined upstream trough (30–60-m anomaly) near
Nova Scotia in the positive events. Meanwhile, the maximum positive height anomalies (40–50 m) with the 500-hPa
ridge shift eastward to the Pacific Northwest. In contrast,
for the negative error events the ridge flattens and a weak
negative 500-hPa height anomaly develops over this same
Pacific Northwest region.
For the positive cyclone error events at 96 h (Fig. 9f),
a well-defined series of height anomalies at 500 hPa
exists from the central Pacific to the northern Atlantic.
More specifically, there is a positive height anomaly (70–
80 m) over the western United States, a negative anomaly
(50–60 m) over the western Atlantic, and a large positive
anomaly over Greenland. In contrast, negative error events
have more zonal flow impacting the western United States
and a 20–50-m negative anomaly over the western Atlantic,
and a positive height anomaly (80–100 m) over southeast
Canada. Overall, these composite results suggest that many

underdeepened cyclones over the western Atlantic are related to a high-amplitude wave pattern that extends eastward from the eastern Pacific to the Atlantic. Meanwhile,
the negative error events have a less amplified trough over
eastern North America.
To illustrate in more detail the evolution of these relatively large positive and negative GFS error events at hour
96, Figs. 11 and 12 show the 500-hPa geopotential height
evolution for two representative events. For an underdeepened GFS cyclone event initialized at 1800 UTC
11 January 2004, there is a short-wave trough over the
upper Midwest associated with an Alberta clipper cyclone
moving southeastward downstream of a high-amplitude
ridge over western North America and deep trough over
eastern Canada at hour 66 (1200 UTC 14 January 2004;
see Fig. 11a). At this time the cyclone central pressure
error is only ;1 hPa, but the GFS is 3–6 h slow with the
short-wave trough and surface cyclone. By 84 h (0600 UTC
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FIG. 11. The 500-hPa geopotential height evolution for the GFS (solid every 60 m) and observed (shaded every 50 m) for the GFS run initialized at 1800 UTC 11 Jan 2004 for hours (a) 66,
(b) 84, (c) 96, and (d) 102. The locations of the observed and GFS cyclones are given by the 3 and
1 symbols, respectively, with the top number the observed and the bottom the GFS.

15 January; see Fig. 11b), the observed cyclone deepens
;2 hPa, while the GFS cyclone weakens by ;1 hPa
(;4 hPa error). At 96 h (1800 UTC 15 January; see
Fig. 11c), the observed cyclone (983 hPa) explosively
deepens 20 hPa in 12 h as it tracks eastward over the Gulf
Stream, while the GFS cyclone lagging 400 km to the
west only deepened ;10 hPa (;14-hPa error). The GFS
geopotential height errors at 500 hPa along the East Coast
are also positive around 80–120 m at this time. By 102 h
(0000 UTC 16 January; see Fig. 11d), the GFS cyclone
error increases to ;19 hPa. Even as the GFS cyclone
moves over the Gulf Stream near 408N, 608W by 108 h
(not shown), it still has an 18-hPa central pressure error.
In contrast, Fig. 12 shows a representative case of an
overdeepened cyclone over the western Atlantic at 96 h
that was initialized by the GFS at 0000 UTC 8 December
2003. At 60 h (1200 UTC 10 December 2003; see Fig. 12a),
there is an amplified trough along the U.S. east coast at
500 hPa, and a shorter-wavelength (more progressive)
ridge upstream than the underdeveloped event. At this
time the GFS cyclone (1006 hPa) is 2 hPa weaker than

observed, but the GFS cyclone is over a favorable area of
development over the Gulf Stream east of the South Carolina coast. During the next 24 h (1200 UTC 11 December
2003; 84 h), the GFS cyclone deepens 21 hPa (Fig. 12b),
while the observed cyclone ;300 km to the northwest
deepens 14 hPa (5-hPa error). Meanwhile, the ridge
at 500 hPa to the west of the coastal cyclone extends
from the Midwest to eastern Canada, with the GFS ridge
more pronounced than observed. By 96 h (1000 UTC
12 December 2003; see Fig. 12c), the GFS cyclone is
13 hPa deeper than observed and the trough at all levels
is displaced too far to the east.

d. Central Pacific errors
It was hypothesized that the GFS errors over the Pacific
may also have some coherent large-scale flow differences
between the positive and negative central pressure errors.
For example, GFS cyclone tracks centered at hour 72 over
the eastern Pacific are clustered differently between the
relatively large (1.5 std dev or ;7.5 hPa) underdeepened
and overdeepened cases (Fig. 13). The negative error
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FIG. 11. (Continued)

events (overdeepened) tend to have tracks from the eastern Pacific into the Gulf of Alaska. Perusal of many of these
events revealed that they are mature cyclones that the GFS
overdeepens and/or the cyclolysis in the model is not fast
enough. In contrast, nearly half of the underdeepened
(positive error) cyclone events (X positions) are south of
458N, as compared to only five events in the overdeepened
tracks. Several of these positive error events track toward the U.S. West Coast. A similar track distribution
occurred over the central Pacific (not shown), with many
more negative error cases tracking northward toward
the Aleutians.
Figure 14 shows a time series of cyclone central pressure
errors at hour 48 over the central Pacific (CP region). We
chose to look at the evolution of these short-term (48 h)
errors over the Pacific, since as shown in Fig. 2 and Wedam
et al. (2009), the Pacific errors grow large early in the forecast (42–72 h) given the fairly data-sparse Pacific. Also, to
look for possible flow regimes attached to cyclone errors,
a short-term (48 h) forecast is needed for a more continuous record of simulated cyclones matched with observations. The annual frequency of relatively large (2 std
dev) error events remained similar from 2002 to 2007, with
many years having 8–12 events of greater than 10-hPa

error (2 std dev) at hour 48 h. There are periods with
relatively small cyclone errors (nearly all ,6 hPa), such as
October 2003 and January 2005, and other periods with
persistent large errors (several with .8 hPa), such as 20
November–20 December 2005. A comparison of the
monthly composites of the 500-hPa geopotential heights for
January 2005 and December 2005 shows a deeper trough
over the western and central Pacific in December 2005 than
January 2005 (Figs. 15a and 15b). January 2005 has a more
of a split flow over the eastern Pacific and a weaker jet in the
western Pacific than does December 2005.There is a larger
area of negative height anomalies (.100 m) relative to
climatology within the storm track over the western and
central Pacific in December 2005 than in January 2005
(Figs. 15c and 15d), as well as more amplified downstream
ridge over western Canada and a negative height anomaly
over the eastern United States. Thus, the larger-error GFS
events in December 2005 were associated with an eastward shift in the storm track over the Pacific that extended
eastward across North America. The October 2003 period
was similar to January 2005 (not shown), with no anomalous negative heights over the western Pacific.
The time series over the central Pacific at hour 48 in
Fig. 14 also reveals that there are many periods of
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FIG. 12. As in Fig. 11, but for hours (a) 60, (b) 84, and (c) 96 for the GFS run initialized at
0000 UTC 4 Dec 2003.

negative and positive central pressure errors that last at
least a few days, as suggested by the oscillatory nature of
the 5-day running mean. Some periods are quite persistent,
such as the negative errors in October 2006, December
2005, and October 2005, while there are favored positive
error periods in early to mid-March 2003, late March 2007,
and mid-January 2004. To determine the large-scale flow
regimes attached to these positive and negative errors in
the 48-h GFS forecast, a spatial composite of events was
constructed using the following criteria. For the negative

events, over at least a 2.5-day period (2.5 days of GFS
forecasts made every 6 h valid at hour 48) at least 80% of
the cyclones over the CP region had negative errors, with
no more than three consecutive events of positive errors.
This resulted in 35 events, with the composite event defined as the first time that meets the above criteria. Only
one event is counted if it lasts more than 60 h, and there
has to be at least 2 days between events. The positive error
periods used the same criteria, but only a 2-day period was
considered (28 events), since these periods tended to be
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FIG. 13. As in Fig. 8, but for those GFS cyclones within the EP region with 1.5 standard
deviation (a) negative and (b) positive central pressure errors at hour 72.

more short lived and a reasonable sample was needed for
a composite. Since there are 30% fewer cases and larger
gaps in the time series for the EP than the CP at hour 48,
this same approach was not applied to the EP region.
Figure 16 shows the daily composite using the NCEP–
NCAR reanalysis dataset centered (day 0) around the
GFS initialization time that started the period of persistent 48-h negative or positive errors. At the time of
initialization at 500 hPa (Figs. 16a and 16b), both the
positive and negative events have a trough along the east
coast of Asia and a ridge along the west coast of North
America. By day 2 (Figs. 16c and 16d), the 500-hPa trough
in the negative events extends eastward to 1608W in the
negative events, while a ridge develops in the positive error
periods over the north-central Pacific and a weak trough is
located just north of Hawaii. As a result, there is a 40–80-m
negative height anomaly at 500 hPa centered around the

western Aleutians in the negative error events (Fig. 16e),
while the positive error events have a 80–120-m positive
height anomaly over this same region and a 40–60-m negative height anomaly centered over the central Pacific at
328N, 1708W (Fig. 16f). Meanwhile, at the surface on day 2
(Fig. 16g), the negative error periods have a 990-hPa cyclone at the western Aleutians, which is 8–10 hPa deeper
than climatology (not shown). In contrast, the sea level
pressures for the positive error periods at day 2 are 15–
18 hPa larger than the negative error events over the
northern Pacific (Fig. 16h), which is a 4–6-hPa positive SLP
anomaly (not shown). To the south in the positive error
periods, there is a weak surface trough extending southward of 408N along 1708W (Fig. 16h), which is a 4–6-hPa
negative anomaly compared to climatology (not shown).
Overall, the negative error periods have an active
northern storm track into the Aleutians, while the positive
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FIG. 14. Time series of GFS central pressure errors (hPa) at hour 48 for the CP region during the 2002–07 cool
seasons. Each bar represents the average central pressure error for all cyclones present in the CP region at hour 48.
Horizontal black dashed lines denote 2 std dev above and below the mean central pressure error. The boldface black
line is the 5-day running mean of the cyclone central pressure errors. The vertical gray lines represent the warm
season break between March and October.

errors have more split flow, with weaker northern storms
and more cyclones at lower latitudes. This is consistent
with the negative and positive error cyclone tracks over the
eastern Pacific, which showed many positive error events
tracking farther south toward the West Coast. Perusal of
many events suggests the positive errors are developing
systems that are relatively small in scale as they traverse

at a lower latitude, as compared to the larger cyclones
wrapped up over the northern Pacific. These smaller systems may be more difficult to initialize and predict in the
model. The average of many of these fast-moving southern systems over many different locations in the positive
error events results in the weak trough in the composite
average.

FIG. 15. Monthly composite of the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis showing 500-hPa geopotential heights (contoured every 60 m) for (a)
January and (b) December 2005. (c) As in (a), but for the 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies (every 20 m). (d) As in (c), but for
December 2005.
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FIG. 16. Composite of daily NCEP–NCAR reanalysis showing 500-hPa geopotential heights (shaded and contoured every 60 m) for
persistent (see text for details) negative cyclone pressure errors at hour 48 in the CP region at (a) the time of initialization (day 0) and (c)
hour 48 (day 2). (b),(d) As in (a),(c), but for positive GFS cyclone error events. (e),(f) As in (c),(d), but for the 500-hPa geopotential height
anomalies (shaded and contoured every 10 m). (g),(h) As in (c),(d), but for the SLP (shaded and every 2 hPa).
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4. Summary and conclusions
The 5-day forecasts of extratropical cyclones around
North America and its adjacent oceans are evaluated
within the NCEP Global Forecast System (GFS) model
during the 2002–07 cool seasons (October–March). Cyclone tracks and spatial composites using the daily NCEP–
NCAR reanalysis are also used to illustrate flow patterns
and source regions for some of the large GFS cyclone
errors and biases.
Cyclone central pressures in the immediate lee of the
Rockies and U.S. Great Plains have 20%–30% smaller
pressure errors than other regions at .36 h. The central
pressure and displacement errors are largest over the
central and eastern Pacific for the 42–90-h forecast,
which is likely the result of the model initialization over
the relatively data-sparse Pacific. The number of relatively large errors (.;10 hPa) over the central Pacific
at day 2 did not decrease from 2002 to 2007 even with
improvements to the GFS model. By 108–120 h, the western and central Atlantic errors are more comparable to the
Pacific regions. For the relatively strong cyclones, the
western Atlantic central pressure errors are larger than
the Pacific by 108–120 h. Thus, it was hypothesized that
errors from the Pacific may degrade the cyclone forecasts over the eastern United States and western Atlantic in the medium range. The cyclone errors over the
north-central Pacific early in the forecast (hour 30) spread
eastward into Canada, and then southward into the Great
Lakes and northeast U.S. regions. However, for the largest medium-range (day 4) cyclone errors over the eastern
United States, much of this error grows locally within
the developing baroclinic wave during days 2–3. Some of
this cyclone error growth may be from diabatic precipitation processes, such as those highlighted by the cyclone
predictability results using idealized simulations (Zhang
et al. 2003), and numerical experiments using different
convective parameterizations (Mahoney and Lackmann
2006). Future work needs to determine how much of
this cyclone error growth in the GFS is from upstream
initial conditions versus uncertainties in model physical
parameterizations.
There are large spatial variations in the central pressure absolute errors and biases at 72–120 h. The GFS
cyclone positions to the east of the Rockies are too far to
the north. This error has been in the GFS for many years,
and it may be related to the GFS’s relatively smooth topography. Future work should run the GFS at higher
resolution and steeper topography to see if this problem
can be mitigated. The largest pressure errors are within the
Pacific and Atlantic storm tracks. The GFS tends to overdeepen cyclones (negative errors) from the northern Pacific and Bering Strait eastward to western Canada, while
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underdeepened GFS cyclones (positive errors) tend to
occur more across northeast Canada and just east of the
U.S. east coast. Composites suggest that frequent negative errors over a 2–3-day period over the central Pacific occur during an active western Pacific storm track
and these cyclones track northeastward over the northern Pacific. Many of the underdeepened cyclones over
the Pacific are associated with those storms farther to
the south at 358–408N.
Many of the underdeepened (positive error) GFS cyclones for the day 4 forecast are located over the western
Atlantic just east of the Gulf Stream. They are associated
with an amplifying ridge over the western United States
and a large-scale trough over the eastern United States.
Many of these events involve a short wave within the
northern branch of the flow tracking southward out of
Canada to the mid-Atlantic, with a cyclone developing
along the coast and tracking east-northeastward over the
Gulf Stream. There is a well-defined trough–ridge pattern
at 500 hPa during these positive error events, suggesting
they occur within the Rossby wave packet. The fact that
many of these underpredicted cyclone errors occur as
they cross the Gulf Stream suggests there may also be too
little surface heat or moisture fluxes within the GFS, or
too little convective heating as cyclogenesis occurs. In
contrast, the overdeepened GFS events over the western
Atlantic at 96 h track more northeastward along the U.S.
east coast.
Although only the deterministic GFS was verified in
this study, the results do have implications for the GFS
ensemble run every 6 h at NCEP. Since there are fairly
large biases in cyclone strength and position, the observed
cyclone may fall outside the ensemble envelope or the
ensemble may be underdispersed as a result of GFS systematic errors. Future studies will look more carefully at
the model physics (moist and planetary boundary layer
processes) for some representative events with cyclone
biases. Also, the ability of the GFS to accurately predict
Rossby wave packets from the Pacific to the Atlantic will
be evaluated.
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